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Abstract 
Vibroacoustic predictions of structure borne noise in cars/aircrafts are highly sensitive to modeling errors 

and input data uncertainties. Seriality of wave propagation paths cumulates errors, scattering predictions. In 

FEM, model and boundary conditions are idealized. Some fuzziness must be introduced for better simulation 

of dispersions observed between vehicles. In SEA, the partition in subsystems is unknown and may evolve 

when frequency increases due the simultaneous presence of global and local modes. The Virtual SEA 

(VSEA) method is a way of mixing FEM and SEA dynamical information in a single stochastic model with 

frequency-variable subdomains. Due to its dual nature (FEM & SEA) VSEA provides more accurate local 

predictions on narrower frequency analysis bandwidths than classical SEA models. After documenting how 

VSEA may handle narrowband vibration predictions, simple test cases are detailed for validating the 

concept. Measurement/prediction comparisons from industrial VSEA cars models are presented. 

1 Introduction 

Stochastic analysis is necessary in vibroacoustic predictions over the mid and high frequency range (200 

Hz-10000 Hz for transport industry). The amplitude of distributed uncertainties in related models increases 

when wavelength decreases. This is a natural trend of field descriptors distributed over space when 

propagating in non-homogeneous supporting medium. Shannon [1] taught us that knowledge might be 

characterized by an information entropy function diminishing when information content grows. An 

engineering project developing a new type of vehicle carries a growing amount of information for its starts 

and the shared entropy function will be constantly decaying along with its realization. Acquiring expertise 

is interpreted as reducing his own entropy and gaining knowledge from projects. Vibroacoustic methods 

may then be scaled against the information content they carry.  

Finite Element Methods (FEM), based on discretization, are generally qualified by the adjective 

"deterministic" while Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) which works with random data inputs is 

intrinsically "stochastic". SEA and FEM are complementary both working as twins for efficiently reducing 

the project information entropy. SEA models are obviously defined by poor geometrical information and a 

few spectra in band-integrated format defining the subsystems. Nevertheless, the modeling tasks provide a 

global picture of the dynamics of the whole system. Instead, FEM details all aspects of heterogeneity at the 

local scale (the component) but cannot generally model the full system or at least up to some frequency 

limit. Working with SEA or FEM is like working on one hand with a large (global) picture but pixelated 

and on the other hand with smaller (local) detailed pictures without an overview of the total picture. 

In the early 2000s, cooperation between SEA and FEM was reinforced by introducing the Virtual SEA 

method or VSEA [2]. The latter acts as a compressional algorithm of the informative content of any FEM 

model to fit with the pixelated system-level picture of the dynamics handled by SEA. Reducing the size of 

models may then make the engineering outputs more interpretable, inducing a gain in reducing entropy. 
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Compared to classical analytical SEA method, VSEA is providing extra information as the ability of 

working in narrow band format and retrieving some dynamic information at local scale. Next, an overview 

of VSEA method is presented, followed by application examples. 

2 Virtual SEA for mid-frequency range 

2.1 From structural FE model to Virtual SEA representation 

Structural dynamic in non-homogeneous systems cannot be modelled accurately by analytically computed 

SEA parameters. Presence of global modes strongly coupling all parts of the system domain is also a 

limitation in using analytical formulas. Only FE models are currently able to describe these complex 

behaviors. 

VSEA method is implemented in SEA+ software as a specific solver that reduces the dynamical information 

content of the FE model. Inputs of the solver are the real modes of the FE structural model. SEA+ is relying 

on NX-NASTRAN for extracting modal amplitudes exported at a limited set of reference nodes (typically 

1000 to 2000 nodes) mapping the structure. Alternate FE-solver like ABAQUS are also supported. 

From modal amplitude, the VSEA solver synthesizes a complex velocity FRF matrix of which elements are 

the transfer velocity, vij = vi/fj, between each pair (i, j) of the nodal set in the global x, y and z directions where 

a unitary force is applied at a turn.  

The FE dynamical information may be equated to the synthesized transfer velocity matrix V made of vij 

elements. 

The assumed global damping loss factor for modal synthesis is taken equal to some default value for all 

modes and generally decreasing with frequency to get a rather constant modal overlap factor over frequency 

i.e. a constant uncertainty vs. frequency [3]. V² matrix is compressed into a selected frequency band format 

(constant or 1/Nth octave bands) and projected in the direction ni and nj of maximal input/output 

conductances (real part of driving point mobility). 

The conductance vector is given for at all nodes by 

Y =Re{Diag(V)}.n 

2
V is then reduced dividing 2

ijv  by 4 times the product of conductances at points i and j. The resulting reduced 

FRF has the dimension of modal energy as seen in equation (6). 

The final FRF matrix 2
V , further used in the SEA-parameter identification process, is expressed in band-

averaged format at center radial frequency c  and bandwidth B with elements given by  

 2 21
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B
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The new transfer matrix is finally auto-partitioned by SEA+ peripheral algorithm, which groups nodes into 

a set of weakly coupled subsystems k  as required by SEA for a clean inversion of the matrix. 

The SEA transfer matrix 2
V  is obtained from the previous by averaging response nodes over subdomains 

of k  for each excitation nodes. The related compressed SEA matrix is rectangular with size equal to the 

number of reference node times the number of subsystems. Elements of the matrix are given by 
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SEA parameter identification is performed by solving the SEA inverse problem relating 2
V  to SEA loss 

matrix L through the normalized SEA power balanced equations: 
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m is the subsystem mass vector; * indicates the pseudo-inverse introducing the unknown subsystem modal 

density N , the following expression relates m, Y and N  

 / 4m YN  (4) 

Equation set (3) is reshaped for direct solve of modal density vectorN . It leads to the local modal energy 

matrix power balanced equations given by 
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ε  has dimension of modal energy and leads to accurate identification ofL  thanks to SEA+ algorithm that 

performs auto-partitioning into weakly coupled regions. 

In practice, with lossless junctions, system is solved for identifying separately modal density and coupling 

loss factors. Model quality is assessed by comparing 2 1*4 /TY Y V L  with direct 2
V  FRF input. 

Difference 2 2V V gives the reconstruction error matrix plot as a reconstruction performance index useful 

in SEA+ for checking the quality and the global loss of information due to compression [4]. 

The MS-VSEA (MS for Multi-Scaled) patch method is a variant formulation of the inverse SEA problem 

where the auto-partition is applied to pre-defined group of nodes (the patch) instead of nodes. This method 

is thus providing a partition into subsystems per frequency band corresponding to specific groupings of 

patches into subsystems. Its main advantage is to accurately reconstruct FE transfers over the whole 

frequency range. Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the VSEA or MS-VSEA process. 

If upper frequency limit of the VSEA model exceeds the frequency limit ft of the modal extraction, it is 

complemented by dynamical analytical operators to derive SEA subsystem parameters in the high frequency 

domain. Interior fluid volumes and acoustic trims are treated by analytical modeling over entire frequency 

range due to their assumed homogeneity. Acoustic trims are located in subsystems and their insertion loss 

is used for filtering the radiated power of the un-trimmed structure and perturbing the mass and damping of 

the bare car body or Body-In-White (BIW). 

Below ft, VSEA or MS-VSEA subsystems are coupled to analytical SEA cavities through a specific 

statistical radiation integral calculated by spatial windowing of an elementary infinite structural wave [5]. 

The related structural VSEA wavenumber is estimated from ratio of rotational over translational nodal 

principal-direction conductances.  

For a subsystem of domain k , 
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where RY  and TY are respectively the matrix of the local rotational conductances and the local maximal 

principal translational conductance, both averaged over nodes in domain k . 
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The transformation of FE into SEA has been progressively automated and now delivers the VSEA/MS-

VSEA dynamic model within a few hours.  
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Figure 1: VSEA data flow 

2.2 Narrow band reconstruction from VSEA model 

At each reference node 0M  of a VSEA model, the local transfer conductance matrix can be reconstructed 

from real modal amplitudes. The translational conductance matrix of a thin shell provides three eigenvalue 

vectors 
,   ix y or z

 corresponding to flexural, shear and extensional energy directions of oscillation. 
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The quadratic velocity computed at 0M  by the VSEA model depends on its total related subsystem energy 

from following reconstruction formula: 

  2 0

0 0

0

4
, c

Y EE
V M f

m
 

N
 (10) 

0Y  is the maximal principal conductance at 0M . A tensorial expression is deduced from (10).  

    2
00 0 , 4 /cV M f Y E N  (11) 

From (11), the quadratic velocity is expressed in global axis from the SEA smooth energy response and 

from the local conductance tensor at selected response point. The latter can be expressed in narrow band 

using modal synthesis at 0M from the global modes of the FE model stored within the SEA database of the 

model. From global modal amplitudes at reference nodes, stored in the SEA+ database, the nodal narrow 

band conductance matrix is interactively synthesized to weight the mean-spaced and frequency band 

averaged response of the VSEA model. 

Formula (11) is not an exact formulation of the velocity but an approximation derived from (6): any point-

to-point band-averaged transfer over a band B, 2

' '( , , , )kk ik jk cV M M f B , may be approximated by the product 

of three quantities:  
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where 
'

' , k
kk B

e


 is the mean energy transfer (per unit power) between two subsystems k and k' and yi, yj the 

driving point conductance at excitation and response points in the respective principal directions. When 

working in narrow band and applying a force at a given point of the SEA model and exporting the total 

energy transfer 'kkE , the response is then given by (11). 

'
' , k

kk B
e


 is a smooth scalar function, low variant vs. frequency and space, at least within each subsystem 

domain and when its vibration state is governed by local modes. The local conductances contain the primary 

information of the local variability of response inside the subsystem domain. Their spectrum is including all 

resonance peaks of underlying modes and is not smooth at all. In short, 
'

' , k
kk B

e


 describes long distance 

drop of mean amplitude between subsystems and conductances terms describes local variability of responses 

inside subsystems. This explains that the system must be portioned in each frequency band into subdomains 

required to be weakly coupled i.e. showing a significant drop of energy between them when one is excited. 

Then the auto-substructuration process in the VSEA method conditions the accuracy of the resulting SEA 

model over the low and mid frequencies. Over the high frequency range, the SEA partition into weakly 

subsystems is performed by their natural boundary conditions and is no more an issue. 

 

Therefore, due to (12), there is no lower limitation on the width of the frequency band of SEA computation. 

When the external force vector contained a lot of peaky harmonics, it is then enough computing the injected 

power in narrow band for each x, y and z global directions and integrating it over the SEA frequency band, 

prior to the solve for robust estimates of responses after solving. 

2.3 Applying VSEA to simple sandwich panel with mounted equipment 

The supporting panel (1x1 m²) is a typical spacecraft sandwich made of two aluminum skins of 1 mm 

thickness maintained at a distance of 10 mm by honeycomb aluminum core.  

A box equipment is mounted on the plate through four connecting points. The equipment bottom panel is 

meshed with solid elements. All other system parts are meshed with FE plate elements. For identifying the 

VSEA parameters from FE, 113 real modes of the FE model are extracted up to 2500 Hz. Modal amplitudes 

are exported at 746 reference nodes as shown in Figure 2 (left). For further comparisons, a pure analytical 

SEA model is built from scratch following intuitive partition of the model into subsystems (discontinuity at 

boundary) as also shown in Figure 2 (right).  

In Figure 3, the 1/3rd octave band mean accelerations for the subsystems are given for a point force applied 

on Equipment Top panel. Responses, from classic analytical SEA and from VSEA, are compared in Figure 

3 and as expected both models are given the same results above 2500 Hz. Below 500 Hz, the system behaves 

as a two-subsystem model (full Equipment and Supporting panel as two weakly coupled subsystems). 

Related PSD accelerations are lower than the predicted ones delivered by the analytical SEA model. In the 

latter, components are always weakly coupled (softer and liter) all over the frequency bands. In contrast, the 

VSEA model follows the FE-behavior; when frequency increases, the various parts of the equipment 

gradually decouple. It clearly shows the interest of VSEA modeling as in a single model are embedded at 

the same time the low, mid and high frequency behaviors. 

FE-FRF synthesis is now performed per constant band of 20 Hz and the SEA parameters are identified over 

all bands up to from 50 to 2500 Hz. For comparing the 1/3rd octave and the 20 Hz-band results, a 

corresponding rms force spectrum is generated in both models. The excitation force is taken equal to 1 N 

rms over 20 Hz in the narrow band model and is taken equal to 
0.23

20
 cfF  in the 1/3rd octave one. 
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Comparisons between both models are given for excited Equipment Top and Supporting Sandwich Panel in 

Figure 4.  

Working with VSEA in narrow band captures more dynamical features than in 1/3rd octave. It is worthwhile 

to note the two models are different in their intimate structure: SEA parameters are identified in each band 

by the VSEA inverse solver in both models. There is then much more SEA models in the 20 Hz-band one 

than in the third octave i.e. more information content. 

The injected power at the selected node of Equipment Top panel is given for the two models in Figure 5 

(left) and the various conductances (active power injected/N²) inside this small panel are seen on right 

picture over the band 50-2500 Hz. 

The latter picture shows the potential high variability of the power vs. node given by direct excitation of 

local modes of the Top panel. Lower levels are found on nodes located on panel edges. 

At all reference nodes, responses can be recover in the direction of global axis as well the nodal rotations, 

as shown in Figure 6. As expected the strongest response is found in the normal direction of the panel 

containing the reference node but at low frequency the direction of maximum response may not be the 

normal direction as observed around 400 Hz. 

 

  

Figure 2: On left FE reference nodes of sandwich panel system and on right related ASEA model 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of acceleration PSD distribution in both VSEA (plain) and ASEA (dashed) models 

(left) and around 500 Hz grouping of patches into two effective subsystems 
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Figure 4: Comparison of Equipment Top (left) and Supporting panel (right) PSD mean acceleration 

responses in the 20 Hz-band model and the 13rd octave band model 

  

Figure 5: On left, injected power in vertical direction in Equipment Top at a particular node in the 20-Hz 

band model and in the 1/3rd octave-band model; on right, conductances at all reference nodes in 

Equipment Top panel 

 

Figure 6: Output response in the global axis x, y and z of the VSEA model (here rotation at central node of 

equipment lateral X+ panel) 

3 Structure borne sound prediction in a full-trimmed car 

A BIW is complex (local curvatures and re-enforcements, spot welded points…). No analytical SEA 

representation provides, in the low and mid-frequency range, a sufficient accuracy of modal densities and 

coupling loss factor (CLF) spectra, required by the SEA modeling process. On the contrary a FE model of 
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the BIW with suitable mesh usable up to 1000 Hz (transition frequency, ft ) is more representative of the 

"true" dynamic of the system. Above 1000 Hz, due to progressive decoupling of the various BIW subparts, 

analytical SEA becomes appropriate. 

The structural dynamic of the vehicle is then adequately represented by a VSEA model up to 1000 Hz and 

by ASEA above. ASEA subsystem description is embedded within the VSEA and the final VSEA model 

may then be run over the entire frequency range. A Peugeot 208 car (Figure 7) is modelled using SEA+, 

starting from a FEM of the car body, transformed into VSEA model. The VSEA model is expanded to high 

frequency and enriched by acoustic trims computed from transfer matrix approach. Only a fraction of trims 

is modeled deterministically due to availability of data, the other trim properties being inferred from similar 

trims on other vehicles.  

 

Figure 7: Peugeot 208 vehicle 

The full-trimmed VSEA model of Peugeot 208 is displayed within SEA+ modeling environment in Figure 

8. The interior of car body is darker indicating the presence of acoustic trims mounted on inner faces, 

following requirement of the car manufacturer. Internal fluid volumes are seen on the Figure 8, right picture; 

five cavities for describing the fluid volume above seats, four cavities at seat level, one cavity for trunk and 

a few additional ones when necessary, such as the under-body cavity. The model has to cover the mid 

frequency range and its behavior is fully described by the VSEA parameters below 1200 Hz: modal density, 

wavenumber, mass, conductance and CLF. From 1200 Hz and above, model parameters are computed from 

analytical SEA+ operators by defining the subsystem type following its main topology: plate, singly or 

doubly curved shell, with or without rib distribution for better evolution of the dynamic stiffness vs. 

frequency. 

 

Figure 8: BIW coupled to acoustic trim in SEA+ modelling environment 

The model was compared to reciprocal vibroacoustic test performed by the manufacturer. In the test, a point-

acoustic source delivering a calibrated power is installed at driver's ear location while accelerations are 

measured at a set of locations over the body. 

Transfer functions between acceleration response point and source is then predicted by the SEA model from 

reciprocity theorem: applying a unitary force in the direction of each measured acceleration and prediction 

of acoustic pressure level in the cavity containing the driver's ear source.  
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Damping of the bare BIW is assessed to a mean value as used in the FE-FRF modal synthesis. Applied 

acoustic trims interaction with BIW is also simulated in SEA+ model and may lead to damping change as 

porous material are efficient dampers of structural vibration around the breathing frequency of trims. 

Acoustic cavities are inheriting of BIW trims and are damped by theoretical absorption they generate. All 

predictions are done in 10 Hz bandwidth, the resolution of the synthesized FE-FRF, for verifying the 

capability of reproducing detailed spectra of the vibroacoustic response over the range 0-800 Hz. 

Figure 9 shows the acoustic pressure level (green curve) at passenger's ear predicted from the SEA model, 

force being applied in the X-direction (vehicle direction) on the pivot cross-beam. This pressure level is 

compared to the measured pressure (red curve) along with the manufacturer uncertainty bounds (blue curve). 

VSEA prediction is following the measured curve. Maximal deviation of about 5 dB is observed around 400 

Hz, still staying within uncertainty bounds.  

Figure 10 shows the comparison of predicted and measured windscreen-to-driver's ear sound pressure 

transfers. Predicted transfer is close to measurement except between 125 and 250 Hz. Windscreen has a 

sandwich cross section with PVB-like core and is mounted on joint and seems actually behaving in a softer 

way on first modes than its FE/VSEA-description, which may explain the 10 dB discrepancy in 125-250 Hz 

range. 

At engine mounting points, results are similar to previous ones, despite the engine was present in 

measurement but not simulated in the model. Best results are obtained in the direction of principal 

conductance as seen in Figure 11. 

 

        

Figure 9: Excitation of pivot cross-beam in X axis and measured and predicted sound pressure level at 

driver's ear 

 

Figure 10: Excitation of windscreen in normal direction and measured and predicted sound pressure levels 

at driver's ear 
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Figure 11: Excitation at engine mounting points in principal direction of point conductance and measured 

and predicted sound pressure levels at driver's ear 

4 Conclusions 

For structure-borne analysis, Virtual SEA method extends the applicability of SEA over the low and mid-

frequency range thanks to the determination of all SEA structural parameters from a discretized FE model. 

Above FE limit of modal extraction (about 1000 to 2000 Hz for a car-body), the SEA parameters are 

computed from analytical operators and a user-defined typology (beam, plate, curved shell…). The model 

is based on the calculation of local modal energy transfers of which remarkable properties are observed: act 

as a smooth operator of frequency with low spatial variation from point to point. A Virtual SEA model has 

more locality than its analytical SEA counterpart: responses can be computed in narrow bands and 

decomposed in the global axis of the system at each reference nodes used for constructing the model from 

synthesized FE frequency response functions. Applied to the modeling of a full-trimmed car, the VSEA 

model is able to reproduce measured pressure-over-force transfers within their confidence intervals. The 

VSEA model of the car gives more accurate results in 10 Hz-frequency bands. This gain of information is 

due to the preservation of all local tensors of driving point mobility at model reference nodes. 

VSEA acts as a compressor of the modal FE information and preserves the mean transfers between the 

subsystems with an accuracy similar to the original FE model. Interactive solves with randomly distributed 

sources or correlated sound pressure fields as used in SEA method can be then performed at no 

computational cost in an interactive way, leading to more understanding about dynamical behavior and 

system-level prediction. 
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